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Abstract.
Building form has a profound influence on the green
performance of buildings. And the modeling tools are one of the
factors can affect the building forms which play an important role in the
design process. Nowadays, parametric modeling tools become popular
in the architectural area. However, the functions of data processing
and data comparison cannot meet the current modeling data processing
requirements which need to be improved urgently. This paper developed
the transDATA, which is a plugin based on python to realize the
data exchanging and data visualization functions between Grasshopper,
Excel and the Figure of python. This plugin allows architects to compare
the history design parameters of the building and help architects to select
the most ideal scheme efficiently.
Keywords.
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1. Introduction
Architecture can be seen as the aggregation of multiple data information.
Currently, the computational design as a burgeoning design method can help
architects to analyze the design condition and scheme information efficiently,
which needs to develop relevant data processing tools and formulate the data
recording and comparing workflows.
Many building information recording programs have been developed to
support the computational design process. Grasshopper has several plugins to
record and transmit data such as Lunchbox, TT toolbox, etc. Considering the
function of data processing plugin in the workflow, the existing plugins focus more
on data exchanging between Excel and Grasshopper which ignores the design data
pre-processing and data post-processing funtions. Data pre-processing function
should allow designers to decide recording data type and the data post-processing
function should complete the data visualization which makes it easier for
architects to compare massive and complex data. This paper aims to propose the
transDATA, a python based plugin for Grasshopper, which combined the design
data pre-processing, data exchanging and data post-processing functions together.
In the pre-processing module, transDATA could calculate the energy consumption
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indexes such as Window-wall Ratio and the shape coefficient of buildings. In
the post-processing module, transDATA could present the history data as figures
which give architects convenient access to compare history design sketches and
select the relative optimal parameters efficiently (Fig.1).

Figure 1. The transDATA aided architectural design workflow.

2. Literature review
In terms of the tools for data processing in the architectural area, their applications
mainly covered the following aspects: process monitoring, process control,
oscillation detection, performance assessment, optimization, etc. And there are
some examples related the data-oriented tools listed as follows:
For the data visualization in the CAD model, J.Whyte et al (1999) developed
a 3D building designing tools and realized the translation of the architectural data
from CAD to VR (Virtual Reality) module. Dirk Donath et al (2005) put out a
conceptual tool that the data from surveying and planning could be converted into
the house plan or building model simultaneously. Based on the BIM framework,
M.W.Pitman et al (2011) invented a three-dimensional modeling and animation
tool which could analyze the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics), thermal
energy, shading and life-cycle lighting data, and it saved a lot of time for designers
to analyze a large amount of design data. To improve the accuracy of performance
analysis, Yuezhong Liu et al (2014) designed a data-driven workflow, which
could assess the building information and mine the building data from Revit
3D and deliver the data into the simulation platform to improve the accuracy
of performance analysis and reduce the time required to complete the building
performance calculation. Based on the UCD (User-Centered-Design) system used
to handle the user feedback data and the DDD (Data-Driven-Design) system used
to handle the raw data of the files, Sara Diamond et al (2017) designed a tangible
user interface for data visualization which could provide method to get inspiration
from building data and select the best scheme based on the data. To improve the
daylight, energy efficiency and economic performance of timber-glass buildings
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in severe cold regions, Yunsong Han et al (2017) used the simulation-based
multiobjective optimization model and the optimized experimental solutions can
be listed in the 2D chart. The common aspect of the researches mentioned above
all are the data processing tools or data visualization conceptions. However,
the current researches about the data-oriented tools are lacking in the area of
parameterized modeling tools such as Dynamo and Grasshopper and thus it would
take designers a lot of time to collect and compare the building design parameters.
There are many parametric plugins to record the data during the building
design process. We would like to take the Grasshopper as an example, the
“Lunchbox” could perform “read” and “write” functions to exchange numerical
data with Excel in the form of columns. The “TT toolbox” adds the function
that could write the data into Excel by rows. Considering the existing function
of data relevant plugin, we propose a new plugin could realize the data reading
by rows and the data visualization functions which would make data comparison
conveniently. Although some plugins in the Grasshopper platform has the data
visualization function, e.g., “Quick graph” module could convert the data into line
figures while it lacks the display of corresponding annotations of the data. To
sum up, a data-oriented tool should involve the data processing, data visualization
and data preservation functions in order to aid the architects to realize the data
analysis-oriented architectural design by formulating the data-driven workflow .
3. Methodology
TransDATA plugin was mainly composed of three major modules: pre-processing
module, data-exchanging module and post-processing module (Fig.2).

Figure 2. The composition of transDATA.
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The pre-processing module was used for extracting design parameters and
calculating the energy consumption indexes which was composed of two parts.
One was the data-evaluating part that was used for parameters extraction from
the existing building information model in the Grasshopper. And this additional
part composition mainly depended on the parameters (Window to wall ratio,
etc.) needed to be recorded and its components would vary with different design
projects. Besides, the Colibri Iiterator program could also be added in the
data-evaluating part to conduct the experiment automatically which could save the
time to switch different schemes (Fig.3a). And the other one was data-collecting
part that was used for data recording in GH panel to realize the data writing
function.
The data-exchanging module was used for data exchanging between
Grasshopper and Excel which was also included two parts. One was the WRITE
part and the other was the READ part. By python programming, we realized the
data reading and writing functions in the Grasshopper platform. The WRITE part
could deliver the data into Excel at one time and the READ part could realize the
data reading by the specified row.
The third module was the post-processing module which was used for
converting history design parameters into diagram. We also used the Matplotlib
library function based on the python programming to realize the data converting
into the charts. As a result, transDATA plugin would support the data visualization
and the comparison of multi-schemes for architects. It could transform the data
into line figures and show the relevant data on the specified point. There were
many GH existing programs could be combined with the post-processing module
such as HUMAN UI (Fig.3b). It could shift the transDATA interface into the
interactive interface which would simplify the user action steps.

Figure 3. (a) The Colibri in the pre-processing module. (b) the HUMAN UI in the
post-processing module.

4. Experiments
To verify the function of the transDATA, we designed three experiments. The first
case was designed to test the data recording function of the transDATA. Based on
the requirements, 4 high-rise buildings were designed to test if transDATA could
exchange the data between Grasshopper and Excel. The second case was designed
to test the single objective value visualization function of the transDATA and a
parametric high-rise building design experiment was operated. And the third case
was based on the Radiance daylight simulation platform to test if transDATA had
the multiple objective values visualization function to help architects compare and
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select the ideal scheme efficiently.
4.1. VERIFICATION THE DATA RECORDING FUNCTION OF THE
TRANSDATA PLUGIN

To confirm the data recording function of the transDATA, 4 high-rise buildings
were designed in Harbin and the data in the high-rise building was massive and
difficult to compare. According to the ‘Energy efficiency design standards for
public buildings’ specification requirements, the office building in severe cold
region whose Window-wall Ratio and the shape coefficient of building should
less than 0.6 and 0.4. In the experiment, the buildings of each group was
modeled manually and we wondered if we could calculate and record the specified
building indexes with the help of the transDATA so that we could compare each
building indexes with the ‘Energy efficiency design standards for public buildings’
specification requirements.
Before the ideal building form was obtained, each group of architectural form
was generated for four times. After each changing of the building form, the
high-rise building relevant energy-consumption indexes could be calculated and
recorded into Excel by transDATA. Designers could conveniently read the data
recorded in Excel exported from the GH using transDATA (Fig.4). Combined
the final form of each group with the recorded data, the most ideal scheme could
be chosen. From the following figure, we could conclude that the scheme 1
was relatively excellent and the Window-wall Ratio and the shape coefficient of
building was 0.17 and 0.08 so that it was the most energy-efficient scheme which
could satisfy the specification requirements.

Figure 4. Verification of the data recording function of the transDATA.

In this experiment, using transDATA plugin, high-rise building parameters
such as the Window-wall ratio and the shape coefficient of buildings could be
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calculated automatically after the form changing and designers could concentrate
more on the building design process instead of calculating the building indexes.
After the modeling process, designers could compare the data recorded in Excel
and chose the most ideal scheme.
4.2. VERIFICATION THE SINGLE OBJECTIVE VALUE VISUALIZAITON
FUNCTION OF THE TRANSDATA

To confirm the single objective value visualization function of the transDATA
plugin, a parametric high-rise building experiment was performed whose basic
plane was curved and it would be troublesome to calculate the normative indexes.
The high-rise building design logic was that the number of rooms could be
controlled by the specified parameters and the window size of each room was
generated according to the exterior wall area by the specified ratio so that the
number of the office room in the same floor and the area of the window could
be controlled by the changeable parameters. As a result, we could combine the
changeable parameters with the normative indexes such as the Window-wall Ratio
so as to find the most ideal scheme with the suitable building form and the most
energy-efficient Window-wall Ratio by adjusting the changeable parameter.
During the building creation process, when we changed the locations of the
form-controlled points and the parameters, the calculated data (the Window-wall
Ratio, shape coefficient of buildings, point information, window area, wall area,
building surface area and building volume) could be recorded into Excel by
transDATA. After the experiment, we could get the ideal building forms and
the design process data. Then, the transDATA plugin helped to transform the
changeable trend of the Window-wall Ratio into the visual figure which made it
easier for us to compare the history data. As we could see from the figure produced
by transDATA, the Window-wall ratio of several schemes before the scheme 40
were relative smaller and the scheme 39 was the last scheme whose Window wall
ratio was 0.02 and its form was more ideal so that we chose it as the final scheme
(Fig.5).
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Figure 5. The transDATA-aided high-rise building experimental steps and results.

With the help of the transDATA, the design data of the modeling process could
be recorded into Excel and generated a figure of the specified data category which
could be used to aid the architects to compare history designing data and selected
the ideal scheme efficiently.
4.3. VERIFICATION THE MULTIOBJECTIVE VALUES VISUALIZATION
FUNCTION OF THE TRANSDATA

To confirm whether transDATA plugin had the multiobjective values visualization
function, we operated a residential building daylight performance experiment
which had a lot of design details. As a result, the experiment was composed
of multiple design objectives. In this experiment, the indoor minimum lighting
illumination (Emin ), indoor maximum lighting illumination (Emax ), indoor average
illumination (Eave ) and the Uniformity of illumination (U) were used as the
objectives to assess the daylight performance. In order to explore the effect of the
window size, windowsill height and the width of the wall between windows on
the indoor daylight performance to find the most suitable design conditions, three
group experiments based on the three variables mentioned above were operated.
And the experimental variable settings were listed as follows (Table.1).
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Table 1. three groups experimental relevant data settings.

The dimension of the experimental model was 7.5m*4.5m*3.5m and there
were seven types of windows in the local region which could be found in table
1. Then, according to the experimental data settings in the table, we built the
parametric model and used the Radiance to perform the indoor daylight simulation
for each scheme in the three experimental groups. The simulation results and the
relevant control variables were listed as follows (Fig.6).

Figure 6. daylight simulation results of decision-making supporting experiment.

After collecting the simulating results including Emin , Emax , Eave values into
Excel, post-processing module of transDATA could realize the multiobjective
values visualization. Considering the units of the evaluating indexes were
different, we generated two kind of visual figures. The one was used for showing
the data trend of the Uniformity of illumination, Window-wall Ratio and the
Window-floor Ratio. And the other was used for showing the data trend of
Emin , Emax and Eave values. From the Figure 8(a), we could conclude that the
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width of the wall between windows was negatively correlated with the Emin ,
Emax , Eave . And the scheme 6 whose width of the wall was 1m could get the
Emin , Emax , Eave values that were 1194.6lx, 552.593lx and 7.98lx which were
more suitable (Fig.8a).From the Figure 8(b), we could conclude that the width
of the wall between windows was positively correlated with the Uniformity of
illumination. And the scheme 6 whose width of the wall was 1m could get
the maximum Uniformity of illumination that was 0.0144 (Fig.8b). And in the
Group one, because the window size was invariable, the Window-wall Ratio and
the Window-floor Ratio were unchangeable. Considering the way transDATA
plugin handled the data generated from Group two and Group three was similar
with the Group one, so we omitted to demonstrate the simulation results and the
interpretation here. After all the experimental simulations, we could get the ideal
scheme design conditions were that the width of wall between windows was 1m,
windowsill height was 1m and the window size was 3m*1.8m.

Figure 7. transDATA converts the Group one simulation results into the chart.

With the help of the transDATA, simulation results of the rural residence could
be recorded into Excel and realized the multiobjective values visualization so that
designers could avoid the hassle of comparing the abundance of simulation results.
The visual figure of the multiobjective values made it easy for designers to compare
the building performance of the multiple schemes so as to select the ideal scheme
efficiently.
5. Conclusion
With the data recording and visualization functions of transDATA plugin, the
data of the designing process could be analyzed and visualized which made
the energy-saving design decision-making process more accurate and efficient.
During the modeling process, it helped architects to compare the performance of
different schemes easily so as to save more time for designers to carry out the
architectural design. Not only the transDATA plugin could be used in the phase
of project design, but it could be used in the phase of the building performance
simulation. TransDATA could deliver massive data generated from building
relevant performance simulation to the python programming interface and showed
the changeable trend of history data graphically.
Although the transDATA plugin could realize the data calculating and data
visualization at this stage, there are still two limitations for us to improve. The first
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one is to improve the data evaluating module, more variables should be added into
the transDATA plugin such as the building plot ratio, etc. so that the transDATA
plugin can make it easier for designers to calculate and record different type of
data during the design process. The second one is to simplify the user interface of
the transDATA plugin and we propose a future transDATA which is more like a
data processing “calculator”.
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